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QUESTION 1

Which of the following commands starts a Redis container and configures it to always restart unless it is explicitly
stopped or Docker is restarted? 

A. \\'docker run -d --restart-policy unless-stopped redis\\' 

B. \\'docker run -d --restart omit-stopped redis\\' 

C. \\'docker run -d --restart unless-stopped redis\\' 

D. \\'docker run -d --failure omit-stopped redis\\' 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to create a container that is reachable from its host\\'s network. Does this action accomplish this? Solution:
Use --link to access the container on the bridge network. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A user is having problems running Docker. Which of the following will start Docker in debug mode? 

A. Set the debug key to true in the \\'daemon.json\\' file. 

B. Start the \\'dockerd\\' process manually with the \\'--logging\\' flag set to debug 

C. Set the logging key to debug in the \\'daemon.json\\' file. 

D. Start the \\'dockerd\\' process manually with the \\'--raw-logs\\' flag set to debug 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following commands wifi automatically create a volume when a container is started? 

A. \\'docker container run --name nginxtest --volumes=/app nginx\\' 

B. \\'docker container run --name nginxtest -v /app:mount nginx\\' 

C. \\'docker container run --name nginxtest --volumes myvol:/app:new nginx\\' 
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D. \\'docker container run --name nginxtest -v myvol:/app nginx\\' 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Two development teams in your organization use Kubernetes and want to deploy their applications while 

ensuring that Kubernetes-specific resources, such as secrets, are grouped together for each application. 

Is this a way to accomplish this? 

Solution: Add all the resources to the default namespace. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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